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In order to improve the e�ect of the mutual translation of Chinese and Korean literature, this article combines the semantic
analysis technology to analyze the mutual translation of Chinese and Korean literature. Moreover, this article explores the analysis
of Chinese and Korean literature mutual translation through intelligent semantic analysis methods and analyzes the theoretical
basis of densely connected networks based on the semantic analysis and veri�cation methods of densely connected networks and
multilayer attention. Finally, this article implements semantic matching veri�cation through the densely connected BiLSTM
structure and adds a multilayer attention mechanism to the network to better interact with sentences to obtain the semantic
relationship of sentences. �e simulation analysis shows that the Chinese and Korean literature mutual translation system based
on semantic analysis proposed in this article has a good translation e�ect and can e�ectively promote Sino-Korean
literature exchanges.

1. Introduction

Since the establishment of diplomatic relations between
China and South Korea, the exchanges and cooperation
between the two countries in the �elds of politics, economy,
trade, diplomacy, and culture have been deepened. Both
China and South Korea are deeply in�uenced by Confu-
cianism and share many similarities in cultural heritage, and
there are many similar rules and techniques to follow in
Chinese and South Korean translation practice.

Traditional translation studies focus on the comparison
of words and sentences between the original text and the
translated text and pay too much attention to the analysis of
morphological and syntactical aspects, failing to deal with
the translation and transformation of texts larger than
sentences, that is textual translation problems. However, the
establishment and development of text linguistics have had a
huge impact on translation studies. Translation refers to the
process of converting the meaning of the language and
characters of one country into the language and characters of
another country, so that readers can accurately understand
the connotation of the original work. Translation pays

attention to “faithfulness, eloquence, and elegance,” among
which, “faithfulness” is the most critical part of translation.
�ree principles should be followed when translating Chi-
nese and Korean works. One must be faithful to the original
text. Speci�cally, it is to accurately translate the things,
phenomena, truths, and the author’s thoughts and feelings
described in the original work. Second, the language should
be �uent and clear and avoid rigid translation; otherwise, it
will cause confusion in the meaning of the translation, and it
will not be smooth. �e third is to keep the original style as
much as possible. �erefore, in the process of translation,
translators must consider many factors, not only to un-
derstand the literal meaning of words, but also to consider
the cultural environment and situation in which the text
information is located.

Before the introduction of Western stylistic theories into
China, the Chinese people’s understanding of “style” was
relatively simple. Style mostly refers to “genres of essays”
(quartiles: poetry, �ction, drama, and prose). At the same
time, it also refers to a relatively stable and unique style of
works of di�erent systems and styles, which is a stipulation
of the literary genre itself. After the mid-1980s, Western
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stylistic theories were introduced to China, and foreign
language scholars usually used stylistic, style, and register as
synonymous concepts. (e three meanings of “genre,”
“norms,” and “style” contained in the Korean word style are
concentrated on the word “style” in Chinese. In this way, the
meaning of the word “wen style” in Chinese has expanded a
lot. At present, in modern literary theory, style generally has
three levels of meaning: one is the genre of the work; the
other is the language form of the work; the third is the
writer’s style or genre characteristics.

In recent years, the term “stylistic” has become the same
as critical concepts such as “structure” and “form” and has
various meanings: sometimes it refers to genre, stylistic
norms, and writing style. (e literary style is a system with
certain rules and flexibility established according to a certain
collective aesthetic taste, and its generation and evolution are
the aesthetic choices and social mentality that directly point
to the times. From the surface, the style is the language order
and style of the work; from a deep perspective, the style also
carries the cultural spirit of the society and the personality
connotation of the author and is connected with the social
and cultural spirit. Generally speaking, stylistics is an ex-
tremely important dimension of translation studies, espe-
cially the growth of stylistics has promoted the development
of literary translation studies based on stylistics. When
discussing the relationship between literary stylistics and
novel translation, it is regarded as complicated. But un-
fortunately, the real combination of stylistics and translation
studies only gradually emerged in the early 1980s, and only
in the field of comparative studies of Chinese and Korean
languages, the relevant research results are still very rare.

(is study analyzes the mutual translation of Chinese
and Korean literature by combining semantic analysis
technology, explores the analysis of Chinese and Korean
literature mutual translation through intelligent semantic
analysis methods, and improves the effect of Chinese and
Korean literature mutual translation.

2. Related Work

(e similarity calculation method based on character
matching determines the degree of similarity of two texts
from the similarity of factors such as part-of-speech and
form of the surface of the table text [1]. Reference [2] uses the
minimum edit distance tomeasure the degree of similarity of
texts. Reference [3] uses the Jaccard distance to represent the
number of occurrences of k words in a text and the pro-
portion of the corresponding words in the text.(e degree of
similarity between texts, where k is the size of the n-gram (n-
gram) window used. (e method of text similarity calcu-
lation cannot achieve the degree of simple string matching.
Due to the diverse and complex semantic representations of
Chinese, the similarity calculation based on surface strings
cannot solve practical problems. It is necessary to achieve
text similarity based on the semantic level. Matching in-
volves the mining of semantics and the problem of how to
represent [4]. Existing algorithms are mainly considered
from two directions of statistical methods and semantic
rules. (e text similarity algorithm is used for statistical

natural language processing; this similarity algorithm
completely relies on the corpus and calculates the similarity
in the text according to the word frequency of the keyword in
the text [5]. Statistics-based text similarity algorithms can be
divided into three models according to the different forms of
constructing vectors: vector space model, topic model, and
neural network model. (e vector space model (VSM)
represents the text as an independent feature vector group
(p1, p2, ..., pn) and assigns specific weights according to the
importance of its impact on semantics in the text. And the
weight vector group is combined into a text vector space as
the corresponding coordinate value, and the text similarity is
calculated by calculating the vector angle between the two
vectors [6]. VSM requires a large-scale high-quality com-
plete corpus, but it is impossible to cover all corpora in
reality, so there will be a high-dimensional matrix sparse
problem [7].

(e topic model believes that each text has its own topic,
the topic is the link between the core keywords and the text,
and the topic can represent the underlying semantic in-
formation of the text, so the similarity of the two texts does
not only depend on the word frequency on the surface text.
Word form and other information, mining the hidden se-
mantic association of the text is the key [8]. (e proposed
LSA (latent semantic analysis) model organizes and sum-
marizes the words in a large-scale corpus, generates a matrix
composed of terms and documents, and uses singular value
decomposition to filter out useless singular values for text
reduction. Noise can solve the high-dimensional sparse
problem and then convert the vector distance into the low-
dimensional space to represent the text similarity [9]. An-
other common topic model, LDA (latent Dirichlet distri-
bution) model, mainly models discrete data topic
information and can identify topic information in corpora
and large-scale text sets. LDA calculates the topic probability
distribution by mining the representative words of the text,
and the text obtains the text similarity by calculating the
corresponding topic probability distribution, which makes
LDA only suitable for the text similarity calculation of long
texts. (e number of representative words is small, and LDA
cannot achieve good expected results in topic mining of
short texts [10]. Reference [11] uses the implicit Dirichlet
distribution to establish the topic space of the text to enhance
the vectorized representation of the text. (e implicit
Dirichlet distribution only models the topic of the document
and retains the topic information of the text that can rep-
resent the semantics of the text. It has a good effect on
processing large-scale document sets. With the development
of deep learning methods and the substantial improvement
in computer computing performance in recent years, neural
network models have also received extensive attention in
text similarity calculation. (e text similarity algorithm
based on language rules mainly uses the artificially con-
structed semantic knowledge base to calculate the text
similarity. Different semantic knowledge bases can use
different organizational forms of concepts as the feature
items of words to perform similarity calculation. Various
organizational forms include the hyponymous relationship
between concepts, synonymous and antonymous
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relationships, and each in the tree-like concept hierarchy.
Elements (such as the path length between nodes, network
density, the depth of a node in a tree graph, the amount of
information a node contains, etc.) [12].

Unsupervised hashing algorithms learn hash functions
from unlabeled data and aim to keep the learned hash codes
as similar as possible to the original data [13]. Locality-
sensitive hash (LSH) [14] maps the original data into a
compact hash code by selecting a hash function that satisfies
the location sensitivity, which greatly reduces the dimension
of the data, and calculates the distance between the compact
hash codes. To speed up the query, the sample is queried.(e
hash algorithm based on graph structure [15] learns a
suitable hash code by discovering the inherent neighbor-
hood structure. In order to speed up the calculation, an
anchor graph is used to obtain an easy-to-handle low-rank
adjacency matrix, and finally multiple Bit hash code. (e
iterative quantization algorithm (ITQ) [16] first extracts
feature vectors from high-dimensional data and retains the
feature vectors before eigenvalues, and then maps these
dimensionality-reduced feature vectors to the vertices of the
hypercube and minimizes the mapping error, by iterating
the above operations to perform hash learning.

3. Semantic Analysis Technology Algorithm

In order to improve the accuracy of semantic matching,
literature translation text data is formed according to lit-
erature translation, and the data are processed.

Literary translation terminology is a special language
system. Before sorting out the data, it is necessary to analyze
the characteristics of the literary translation in order to
clarify the characteristics of the data, so as to make an ac-
curate judgment on the processingmethod of the data. In the
process of literary translation, both Chinese and Korean
language needs to be implemented according to strict
standards. Furthermore, both parties must ensure that the
language is accurate and unambiguous and that synonyms
cannot be used in place of standard vocabulary. According to
literary translation standards, all key instructions need to be
read back in the process of literary translation, and both
incorrect and incomplete read back will have an impact on
the translation results.

After converting the text data of literary content, it is
necessary to organize and label the text data. According to
the literary translation standard, the content of literary
translation mainly includes three types of dialogues: com-
mand-recitation, command-response, and request-re-
sponse. Errors in recitation-type dialogues can be classified
into errors in rehearsal information and lack of recitation
content, and errors in question-and-answer dialogues can be
classified into irregular language and incomplete answers.
Among them, missing recitation and incomplete answer
belong to the problem of missing information, so they are
uniformly marked as incomplete content. Finally, the lit-
erature translation data are divided into four parts, which are
labeled as correct, wrong in recitation, irregular in termi-
nology, and incomplete in content. (e labeling specifica-
tions for each type of data are as follows [17]:

3.1. Correct. Data where the instruction is consistent with
the response message and the wording conforms to the
standard are marked as correct.

3.2. Recitation Error. (e data that are inconsistent with the
readback information is marked as readback error, such as
the readback error of altitude, heading, call sign, and runway
number.

3.3. IrregularTerminology. (e use of irregular words results
in ambiguous information, or the responses contain content
irrelevant to the instruction, such data are marked as ir-
regular words.

3.4. Incomplete Content. It refers to the incomplete response
to the content required by the directive, and this type of data
is marked as incomplete.

According to the labeling specification, double labeling
method is used for data labeling. If the two labeling results
are the same, it is regarded as valid, and the labeled data are
stored in the database. If the two labeling results are dif-
ferent, it will be judged by professional air traffic controllers
to determine the label type to ensure the accuracy of data
labeling.

After the labeling is completed, each sample in the
dataset consists of instruction sentences, recitation sen-
tences, and labels. Labels are represented by numbers, and 0,
1, 2, and 3 indicate the meanings of labels are correct, wrong
in recitation, incomplete in content, and irregular in terms,
respectively.

Deep networks are an important analytical method in
natural language processing. Moreover, deep networks have
a better ability to capture semantic matching and mis-
matching relationships, but as the number of network layers
increases, the problem of parameter excess and overfitting
will also follow. (erefore, through the study of deep net-
work, this chapter proposes to use multilayer densely
connected network and multilayer attention to achieve se-
mantic analysis of literary translation. As shown in Figure 1,
the network consists of four parts. First, sentence vector
representation is obtained from the input mapping layer.
(en, the sequences are semantically extracted using a
densely connected network, and an attention mechanism is
added to the network to make the sentences interact. Finally,
the obtained semantic vector is subjected to operations such
as pooling, and a fully connected network is used to achieve
semantic matching verification.

Introducing rich information during input can promote
the subsequent semantic analysis, and use the combination
of word vector and feature flag for sentence representation.
(rough the input layer, the vector representation
C � C1, C2, . . . , Cm  of the instruction sentence and the
vector representation P � P1, P2, . . . , Pn  of the reply
sentence can be obtained. Among them, Cj represents the
vector representation of the jth word in the instruction, Pj

represents the vector representation of the jth word in the
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reply, and m and n represent the sentence lengths of the
instruction and reply, respectively [18].

(e stacking of the multilayer RNN network is to use the
output sequence of the previous layer as the input of the next
layer, which will cause the problem of gradient explosion
and gradient disappearance, making the multilayer network
difficult to train. However, the dense connection method can
achieve better representation of semantic information
through the reuse of features. Since BiLSTM is suitable for
processing sequences, a multilayer BiLSTM structure is used
in the dense network layer, and the sequence is semantically
encoded by splicing. (e network structure is shown in
Figure 2.

Using a densely connected network not only hinders the
transmission of information, but also retains the original
information, so that the output value of the first layer can
also be effectively transmitted to the last layer, avoiding

problems such as gradient disappearance. (e hidden states
in the network are shown in formulas (1) and (2):

h
l
t � H x

l
t, h

l
t−1 , (1)

x
l
t � h

l
t, x

l−1
t , (2)

where H is the BiLSTM structure and xl
t represents the

number of layers of the network. After the sequence ob-
tained by the input layer is encoded by the dense network,
the semantic vector hc � hC1

, hC2
, . . . , hCm

  of the instruc-
tion and the semantic vector hP � hp1

, hp2
, . . . , hpn

  of the
reply can be obtained.

In order to obtain the semantic matching features of
sentences, an attention mechanism is added to the model,
and the calculation method of the attention mechanism is
shown in formulas (3)–(5) [19]:

softmax

mlp

Vc; Vp; Vc + Vp; Vc-Vp

PoolingPooling
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Blistm Blistm

Blistm

Blistm

Attention
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network layer
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Match and
verification
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Vc Vp

Y

Figure 1: Semantic analysis model based on dense network and multilayer attention.
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where F(·) represents the feedforward neural network and eij

represents the relative weight of each word in the matrix.
Two connection methods of attention mechanism are

used. (e first one is to connect the attention of a single
layer, that is the sentence vector is extracted through the
dense connection network to extract semantic features, and
then the feature vector output by the dense connection
network is used to calculate the attention weight. Finally, the
calculated results are spliced with the output vector of the
densely connected network.

(e second approach is to incorporate multiple layers of
attention in densely connected networks. (e method is to
splicing the attention weight with the output value of
BiLSTM after the weight distribution of each word in the
opposite sentence is obtained through the attention calcu-
lation. Moreover, it takes the semantic vector containing the
matching relationship as the input of the next layer. After
adding the attention mechanism, the state of the hidden
layer of the densely connected network is shown in formulas
(6) and (7) [20]:

h
l
t � H x

l
t, h

l
t−1 , (6)

x
l
t � h

l−1
t , a

l−1
t , x

l−1
t , (7)

whereH is the BiLSTM structure, l is the number of layers of
the network, and xl

t is the input of the first layer sequence at
time t. At this time, the input of the lth layer sequence at time
t is obtained by splicing three parts, and xl−1

t , hl−1
t , and, al−1

t

represents the input, output, and attention weight of the
previous layer at the same time.

Since the densely connected network will lead to the
problem of excessive parameters as the network deepens,
this will lead to excessive pressure on the final fully con-
nected layer.(erefore, adding an auto-encoder at the end of
the network to compress the dimension can help compress
the huge vector representation obtained by the densely
connected network, while maintaining the original infor-
mation. (e network structure after adding multilayer at-
tention and dimensional compression layers is shown in
Figure 3.

(e semantic feature analysis layer is to process and
analyze the output of the previous layer, extract semantic
matching features, and obtain vectors for semantic matching
verification. (e method adopted by the model is to perform
maximum pooling and average pooling operations on the
semantic vectors obtained by the previous layer.(en, it uses
an association strategy on the vectors obtained after pooling
to ensure that the integrity of the feature information can be
preserved while transforming the features. (e structure of
the semantic feature analysis layer is shown in Figure 4.

First, the semantic vectors hc and hi of instructions and
responses are processed by means of average pooling and
maximum pooling. (e calculation methods are shown in
formulas (8)–(13):

v
C
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1
m



m

i�1
hC,i, (8)

v
C
arg � maxm

i�1 hC,i , (9)
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C
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C
max , (10)

v
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n

i�1
hP,j, (11)

v
P
max � maxn

j�1 hP,j , (12)

VP � v
P
arg; v

P
max . (13)

(e pooled semantic feature vector representations of
commands and replies can be obtained as VC and VP, re-
spectively. In order to ensure the integrity of feature in-
formation and transform features explicitly, an association
strategy is used to represent feature semantics, that is the
results of vector splicing, parametric addition, and para-
metric subtraction are spliced together. (e calculation
method is shown in the following formula:

Input series

BiLSTM

Connect

BiLSTM

Connect

Connect

AE

Figure 2: Structure diagram of densely connected network.
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v � vC; vp; vC + vp; vC − vp . (14)

(e task of the semantic matching verification layer is to
make judgments on the semantic matching results of the
instructions and responses. In the model, a two-layer fully
connected neural network is used to complete the semantic
matching verification work. (e purpose is to input the
matching vector v into the hidden layer to further mine the
matching information between the instruction and the reply
to obtain deep matching features. First, the semantic
matching features are calculated through a two-layer fully
connected network. (e calculation method is shown in the
following formula:

x � x1, x2, x3, x4( 
T

� W2 · σ W1 · v + b1(  + b2, (15)

where W1 and W2 represent the weight matrices of the
hidden layer and the output layer in the fully connected
neural network, respectively. b1 and b2 represent the bias of
the hidden layer and output layer, respectively, and α rep-
resents the activation function, and the ReLU function is
used here.

(en, the matching score is normalized by the softmax
function to obtain a probability vector, which is the prob-
ability that the input sample identified by the model belongs
to each data category. (e calculation method is shown in
the following formula:

p y � Ni|x(  �
e

xTθj


M
m�1 e

xTθm

, (16)

where p(y � Ni|x) represents the probability that the
sample to be discriminated belongs to the category Ni (i� 1,
2, 3, 4).

In the process of model training, each training instance is
a sample, that is, a set of dialogues consisting of instructions
and responses. (e cross-entropy function is selected as the
optimization target in the model training.(rough the back-
propagation and gradient descent algorithms, the parame-
ters of the network are adjusted through multiple iterations,
so that the value of the cross-entropy function is minimized.
(e cross-entropy function is shown in the following
formula:

loss � − 
N

n�1
y

(i)log p
(i)

  + 1 − y
(i)

 log 1 − p
(i)

  , (17)

where y(i) represents the true label of the ith input sample
and p(i) represents the predicted label.

In the process of model training, the optimization al-
gorithm used is Adam, because it has the advantages of high
efficiency and simple parameter adjustment, and has great
advantages compared with other types of random optimi-
zation algorithms. (e Adam algorithm can adapt to un-
stable objective functions by calculating the first-order
moment estimation and the second-order moment esti-
mation of the gradient, and can design independent adaptive
learning rates for different parameters. (e Adam algorithm
combines the advantages of the root mean square propa-
gation algorithm and the adaptive gradient algorithm and
can also solve the coefficient gradient and noise problems.

In order to evaluate the results of model classification,
the test accuracy is uniformly used as the evaluation index.
(e calculation method is shown in the following formula:

ACC �
Ncorrect

N
, (18)

where N represents the total number of samples in the test
set, and Ncorrect represents the number of samples in the test
sample whose semantic discrimination results are consistent
with the true labels.

4. Analysis System of Mutual Translation of
Chinese and Korean Literature Based on
Semantic Analysis

According to the needs of the platform, this article designs a
new technical architecture of the translation business
management platform based on the SOA idea, as shown in
Figure 5.

According to the needs of the platform, some functions
are published as web services to facilitate the expansion and
invocation of external systems. Some method functions are
declared as web methods and packaged in specific class web
services and published in the form of web services, as shown
in Figure 6.

AE
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Connect
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Connect
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Figure 3: Densely connected network structure with multilayer
attention added.
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Figure 4: Semantic feature analysis layer structure.
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On the basis of constructing a balanced dataset, the
method of ensemble learning is introduced. By compre-
hensively considering the classification results of multiple
base classifiers, the classification accuracy of negative class
samples is not reduced as much as possible while ensuring
the classification accuracy of positive class samples.(e term
recognition model is shown in Figure 7.

(e overall architecture design diagram is shown in
Figure 8.

(e first part: 1. (esaurus loading: When starting the
dictionary, the system will query whether the local thesaurus
exists, and if the database is started for the first time, the
thesaurus file will be loaded. 2. Enter the system interface: If
it is not the first time to start and the database has loaded the

Translation and management platform
SOA hierarchical architecture diagram

Interface
layer

Collaborative
layer

Process
layer

Service
layer

Component
layer

Resource
integration layer

WEB browser
Client

application

ASPX page
flow

RIA report

Logic
components

Database access
Document
handling

LDAP Access
service call

Figure 5: System technical architecture.
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Database Server

Application Server

PC computer

Portable computer
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Database
Server 2

Database
Server 1

File server

Application
server 

Figure 6: Webservice connection.
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thesaurus file, skip the thesaurus loading process and di-
rectly start the program interface. (e second part: After
entering the program function interface, the system is
regarded to a major function of word query:(e system local
word query function is as follows: (1) Input words or
phrases. (2) (e word query system automatically searches

and compares the input content with the local thesaurus and
displays the relevant matching words in the drop-down list.
(3) It displays the query result. After clicking the word to be
translated in the drop-down list, the program enters the
result display interface and displays the parts of speech and
definition of the word stored locally.

Training corpus

Phrase 
extraction

Dictionary
annotation

Multiple training
sets

Predicted
terminology

Multiple base
classifiers

Forecast
 results

 Integration
learning

Resampling

Training

Pre-processing

Figure 7: Term recognition model.
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Enter the
program
function
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Load library
file

N

Part one

Y Vocabulary
book

Online
translation 

Word query

Word library
management

Setting

Part two 

Figure 8: Overall design of the system.

Table 1: Evaluation of translation effect of Chinese-Korean literature mutual translation system based on semantic analysis.

Num Intertranslation effect Num Intertranslation effect Num Intertranslation effect
1 85.53 25 78.30 49 78.06
2 85.12 26 86.69 50 82.60
3 81.04 27 79.31 51 86.08
4 84.33 28 86.84 52 81.69
5 88.58 29 83.02 53 86.59
6 79.36 30 84.72 54 87.60
7 87.32 31 83.87 55 78.94
8 82.44 32 85.20 56 78.19
9 81.98 33 78.94 57 86.88
10 80.83 34 85.74 58 84.38
11 84.35 35 81.76 59 88.40
12 84.88 36 80.31 60 83.96
13 82.04 37 78.80 61 88.71
14 83.68 38 82.22 62 84.81
15 81.27 39 81.27 63 84.71
16 79.77 40 79.82 64 88.61
17 81.86 41 80.34 65 83.91
18 86.44 42 79.31 66 80.14
19 87.51 43 78.23 67 85.69
20 81.17 44 85.64 68 88.69
21 84.21 45 78.69 69 87.07
22 80.02 46 85.08 70 82.25
23 82.94 47 83.20 71 78.10
24 78.67 48 83.00 72 84.64
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(e above constructs a Chinese-Korean literature
translation system based on semantic analysis. Next, this
study evaluates the effect of the system, analyzes the effect of
mutual translation of Chinese and Korean literary works,
simulates it through the MATLAB simulation platform, and
obtains the results as shown in Table 1 and Figure 9.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the Chinese-
Korean literature mutual translation system based on se-
mantic analysis proposed in this article has a good trans-
lation effect and can effectively promote Sino-Korean
literature exchanges.

5. Conclusion

Contemporary linguistics and translation researchers have
broken through the traditional translation research method
of using words to analyze words and sentences to sentences,
and then expand the translation unit to the discourse level.
Translation research is no longer limited to the study of
sentences in the original language and the target language,
but expands the field of vision to the communicative
function of the context and language. For example, discourse
analysis treats text as a communicative activity rather than a
set of stereotyped text structures, while pragmatics studies
the use of language rather than language as an abstract
system. It can be seen that the communication and context
of language make discourse analysis and translation closely
related. Knowledge and research on discourse analysis can
not only help us understand the original text correctly, but
also provide theoretical basis for choosing the appropriate
translation. (is study combines semantic analysis tech-
nology to analyze the mutual translation of Chinese and
Korean literature and explores the analysis of Chinese and
Korean literature mutual translation through intelligent
semantic analysis methods. (e simulation analysis results
show that the Chinese-Korean literature mutual translation
system based on semantic analysis proposed in this article
has a good translation effect and can effectively promote
Chinese-Korean literature exchanges.
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